
 

Collington Residents Association Council Minutes 
 

Tuesday, January 15, 2019, 1:30 p.m. 
 
Request for a moment of silence. 
 
Approval of the December 18, 2018 minutes of the meeting of the 
Residents Association Council and the agenda for this meeting. 
 
 
Reports of Officers 
 
 President: Lois Brown 
Lois thanked all for coming to this meeting before her report: 
 
Communication RA/BOD: 
Last month I reported on a presentation given to the BOD.  As your 
representative, I stressed the need for communication and transparency.  I 
spoke of the 3 legs of the stool that support Collington - the RA, BOD, and 
Administration. 
 
The need to increase communication among this support structure was 
identified and the means by which members of the BOD and our resident 
community to come closer together was recognized as a strategic issue.  
 
Accomplishments in improving Communication between the Residents and the 
RA: 
 Governance / Leadership / Management Member Directory 1.0 was a 
 joint project with management. 
 RA Brochure prepared by the RA Exec Committee 
 Logo - Thanks to Dave Montgomery 
 RA Courier articles - Thanks to all who contribute. 
 Governance / Leadership / Management Member Directory 1.0 was a  
  joint project with management 
 Housing Leadership Task Force and Workshops: Thanks to the 38   
  leaders who attended and Nadine for organizing. 
 This week’s “what not to miss” events highlighting events in the Courier,  
  thanks to the resident who suggested this flyer. 
 Activities Fair - thanks to Nadine and Sue and all committee and activity  
  chairs who are participating.  Report to follow. 
 
As well as the usual -  
 Newcomers welcome events - our first with 13 attendees on 1/8/19. 
 Office hours - Friday 12 – 2:00. 



 Operating Committee meetings - who continue to work on specific  
 initiatives and individual problems, our unsung heroes and heroines. 
 
Thank every single one of you for your communication, participation and 
support.  We are making progress. 
 
On a personal note.  I’ve been in the Presidency just over 3 months.  I know 
that my style is not everyone’s cup of tea.  I am perfectly aware that I 
sometimes talk too much.  As a woman in a leadership position, I often not 
only discuss what I think, but also the why.   And I know sometimes you, 
yourself have to repeat things to get me to listen.  Please don’t give up! 
 
Executive Director search: Mark your calendars for the Feb 1st special 
community meeting. 
 
 First Vice-President: Nadine Hathaway  
 
In the on-going process of revitalizing our vision of the housing leadership 
system, thirty-seven District, cluster and hall leaders gathered to talk about 
their current activities, sharing new ideas with others and look at what might 
stand in their way. Since a vision is never fully realized, but is aspired to, we 
hope that the leaders will support and inspire each other in the months ahead. 
 
While a job description can lay down a meeting schedule, what is needed is the 
human touch. I was impressed by the creative ways these leaders reach out to 
neighbors and seek to include others in the life here at Collington.  I want to 
thank them for their participation and all the residents and staff who helped 
produce this workshop. 
 
We have been planning the Activity Fair and Sue will speak more about the 
details. It’s going to be fun! 
 
 Second Vice-President: Sue Regan 
 
On Jan. 25 from 11 AM to 1 PM there will be an Activity Fair in the 
Auditorium.  Come and engage with other residents who will be presenting a 
wide variety of activities that are currently available here at Collington.  There 
will be over 25 opportunities including:  Spanish table, fitness, chess, yoga, 
trains, knitting, technology, duplicate bridge, outreach, the frame shop, 
flowers, woodworking, camera corner, etc.  It is a chance to talk with those who 
are involved in these activities, ask questions, and maybe sign up for 
something new in your life! 
 
For those who would like to host a table and present their activity, Jan. 18, 
this Friday, is the last day to sign up to reserve table space.  Please contact 
Nadine Hathaway and Sue Regen to let them know what you need.  



 
 
 Secretary: Judy Collins 
There will be a new flyer in the elevators and on the bulletin boards throughout 
the building, showing the “Don’t miss it!” events gathered from those that are 
listed in the Courier.  Only events that occur once a month or less will be 
listed, not regularly scheduled SAGE classes, etc. This is at the request of a 
resident.  Hope it helps! 
 
 Treasurer: Linda Ewald 
Linda is working on the budget for the next fiscal year (2020), which begins 
April 1st and is due February 9th.  Those responsible for lines in the budget 
received a letter from Linda explaining how to submit their budget for next 
year.  A preliminary budget prepared by the Finance Committee will be 
presented to the Council, to be passed in March.  The total budget is 
approximately $60,000.   
 
Our Endowment lost $100,000 in December, but with $1,060,000 remaining, it 
is not a big worry. 
 
Operating Committee Reports 
 
 Buildings: Mike McCulley  
Management Report: Justin Reaves stressed the importance of administration 
and residents working together. He desires an organizational structure for 
meetings in which he presents projects listed by priority. This month, in 
advance of the meeting, Justin emailed committee members a chart of the 
current projects which he and Jerome Perry presented today in order of 
priority: 
Access Control (1) 
The administration is in a testing phase, using electronic cards to access the 
administration wing and 1 exterior door. By the end of 2019, entrance to some 
residences will also be tested. Keyless entry will be more efficient and provide 
better monitoring and control. There is to be a call box at the top gate linked to 
residents’ cell phones. Trusted vendors will receive electronic cards. Committee 
members found working on Collington infrastructure laudable, but asked that 
the administration keep in mind the residents’ ability/inability to use this new 
system and the fact that the aesthetics of Collington need work and are 
important to attract newcomers. 
Water Valve Replacement (1) 
Six to eight water valves have been replaced out of a total of 54 valves in the 
system. The Health Center now has water available at all times. It will take two 
years to replace all valves. Eventually, each cluster will have a water supply 



that is independent of other clusters. New duct material and valves will not 
freeze or break. Magnolia’s 20-year guarantee will replace malfunctioning 
components at no cost. 
Facility Assessment & Building Envelope (1) 
Lack of proper insulation has resulted in pipes freezing and leaking, causing 
the need for repairs to the damage caused. In phases, 8,900 linear feet of 
insulation are to be installed toprevent this from happening further. 
Generator Repairs (1) 
It will cost approximately $90,000 to replace the 30-year-old equipment. They 
are assessing whether to repair or replace. 
Collington Cooling Tower (2) 
Repairs are expected by March 2019. It would cost $170,000 to replace it 
totally. Some cooling loops go hot in the summer and have developed scaling. 
Correction is needed for system efficiency and to avoid harboring legionella. 
Someday, electronics may replace pneumatics. 
LED Lighting Phase 1 (2) 
The LED lighting program is costing a total of $350,000. Lights in apartment 
kitchens and foyers are being addressed now. 
LED Lighting Phase 2 (3) 
Lens lumens and need for new and/or consolidated fixtures is being assessed. 
Pneumatic to Electronics Conversion (3) 
They are assessing pumps that will pump condensate from cottages’ indoor 
HVAC unit up to attics then to the outside. Leaks have resulted in expensive 
floor replacement. Discussion of pneumatic v. electronic pumps was not 
included. 
Way Finding Outdoor (4) and Indoor (4) 
Nothing is being done about signage at present. Committee members feel 
strongly about this, especially about the need for emergency vehicles to find the 
Creighton Center, and also for guests and delivery men to find specific 
cottages. Signs are also needed for the Clock Tower and Administration. Justin 
stated that the issue of getting drivers to the correct location will involve 
changes in security procedures. 
Apartment Corridor Project (4) 
Jerome and the Interiors Committee are working to find durable, attractive 
carpet. Interiors has requested additional samples that do not look 
“institutional”. Carpet choice will inform other design decisions. 
 
 Justin listed previously expressed resident concerns which include outdoor 
lighting, with only the lighting at the 5,000 and 2,000 cluster needing attention 



at present. Desire for correct GPS directions has not been addressed. Power 
washing is still unaddressed. 
Members expressed additional concerns to Justin and Jerome. The dining 
room needs attention, beginning with the rug and chairs. Justin stated that 
revamping the entire dining room is a bigger project than can be undertaken at 
present as the Health Center renovation has priority. However, Justin will 
discuss the carpet repair and chair reupholstery with Christian Ramsey, 
Director of Culinary Services. Another concern was that maintenance workers 
replaced cottage heat pump filters with filters of incorrect size in a number of 
cottages. Jerome will look into correcting that problem. There are also concerns 
about the cleanliness of public areas. Justin and Jerome intend to walk public 
areas once each week to locate unkempt areas. A new evening cleaning shift 
will address the dirty walls, dirty carpet, etc. that they will have noted. 
 

 
 Dining Services: Eloise Scott 
 The Dining Services Committee held its monthly meeting on January 2, 

2019. Twenty-two residents and Christian Ramsey, Director of Culinary 
Services attended the meeting.  Residents were given updates regarding 
concerns and issues raised at previous meetings.  The Culinary Staff 
has been responsive to our continuous improvement suggestions. 

 A Dining Services Committee Newsletter is in preparation.  It will present 
clarified and updated information regarding dining services.  We 
anticipate distributing the Newsletter to residents and staff in 
February. 

 Insufficient dinnerware has been an issue in the dining room, resulting in 
an expenditure of several thousand dollars for dinnerware.  We request 
that residents and staff return borrowed dinnerware and use the 
available “take-out” containers when necessary.  To assist residents 
and staff in this endeavor, we will be planning a “Return the 
Dinnerware” event in the coming weeks. 

 The Dining Committee has requested that residents be given priority 
during lunch hours in The Landing. 

 
 Fiscal Review Committee: Julia Freeman (absent) 
  



The Fiscal Review Committee has not met since the December RA Council 
meeting.  The next meeting for Fiscal Review is Thursday, January 24, 2 PM. 
We will now be meeting in the Game Room.   
Mary Bird and Ann Carlson have agreed to audit the RA Treasurer’s records 
this spring. 
 
 
 Grounds: Charlie Clapper 
Deer --Bow hunters were on Campus last week.  We have been given no 
information on how many deer were taken or whether there will be any 
additional hunting this year.   Three deer were taken in December and the 
meat was provided to local charities. 

Landscape Contract --Last month I reported that the Ruppert Landscape 
Contract has been extended.   Kyle Olsen and I met last week with Ruppert 
staff.  They promised to have trained and supervised staff on Campus five days 
a week which is an increase in coverage.  It was encouraging to talk with 
people knowledgeable on pruning of trees and shrubs and who recognize the 
need to prune flowering shrubs at the appropriate time of the year. 

Campus Condition Report – If the snow melts by Thursday the Grounds 
Committee will do a Walk- Around Collington with the purpose of identifying 
places where the landscape needs improvement, places where we need to 
screen unsightly views, and places where we need to consider replacing  and 
adding trees and shrubs. The purpose here is to prepare a priority list for 
seeking funding for achieving a sustainable landscape. 

Weed Warriors – If you haven’t walked the woodland trails recently please make 
an effort to see the work being done by the Weed Warriors – those hardy people 
who take to the woods every Saturday. You’ll find many fewer vines and 
unsightly undergrowth and better views of our wonderful landscape. 

 
 Health Services: Laurie Cobb  

 46 people attended including four staff and two relatively new 
residents  

 Staff members Dora Grey, Sara DeRosa, Kim Rivers and Suzanne 
Shabe reported on the following: 

o Dora: She is continuing trying to locate sufficient quantities of 
the shingles vaccine. Raised hands indicated that many of those 
attending the meeting already had had the vaccine.  



o Sara: She is beginning a monthly support group for Collington 
PD patients and their caregivers. First meeting was Thursday 
January 10th. (It was well attended and received.) 

o Kim: She reported on Vitalize 360. 
o Suzanne: She reported on the scheduling of an instructor in the 

gym. Ebony will be available for instruction from 2-4:30 PM, 
Monday through Friday. Residents expressed concern and 
regret that Nelson, who has been trained by Assisted Rehab to 
pick up therapy patients when they are through with Rehab, 
will no longer be available. Concern and regret were also voiced 
that the scheduling is for the afternoons, rather than the 
mornings. Afternoons are a time of lower energy for the elderly 
and many take naps. 

o Suzanne also reported for the Administration that they believe 
they cannot, due to ADA regs, require that users of scooters and 
mechanized wheelchairs be approved for such use and formally 
registered by Collington to use them in the buildings. Kay 
Laughton for the Board and Nadine Hathaway for the RA agreed 
at Chair’s request to work together to research this issue as the 
HSC believes it is an issue of safety for all. 

 The first of two discussions on Hospice was begun. The second will 
follow next month and notes on learning and conclusions will follow 
that HSC meeting. 

 Peter Fielding gave an update on HSC Strategic Plan and on the 
Health Alliance. 

 Standing Subcommittee Reports (6) were received:  
 Fitness Program run by Jacob Kijne  

  Ombudsman Group run by Denise Bunting 
  Social Support 360 run by Gary Anderson 
  Palliative Care run by Kay Laughton 
  Mobility Issues run by Laurie Cobb 
 

 Support Group Reports: 
   Caregivers: Denise Bunting 
   Hearing Loss: Ann Davie with Diane Fleming 
   Parkinson's Disease: Joan Zorza  
   Low vision: looking for someone to run it 

 The Activities Fair on January 25 was introduced and subcommittee 
chairs and support group chairs will be at Tables, as the group is 
able. 

 Next HS monthly education program: January 17 with Rev. Jim Holmes 
on “Bedside Manners” .  All are urged to come. 

 HSC regular monthly meeting: February 5, 2019, 2:00 p.m., Board 
Room; focus will be on Hospice II at Collington 



 
 Marketing: Elizabeth Gill 
The Committee met on Thursday, January 3rd. The meeting was chaired by 
resident Elizabeth Gill, with 15 residents attending. Staff member Lindsey 
Hamilton, Marketing Director, attended for management. 

Lindsey reported residency at 94% at the end of November. There were seven 
(7) closings in the fourth quarter; she had hoped for more. She provided a list 
of available units, including two – 1106 and 2203 – which have been identified 
as appropriate for sunrooms if the new residents should wish one. Lindsey also 
provided a list of the planned 2019 marketing events – 15 in all. Residents are 
encouraged to contact the Marketing Department if they are willing to open 
their homes for tours or if they are considering a move to a smaller unit. 

Elizabeth received the description of housekeeping services bi-weekly cleaning 
and annual “thorough” cleaning. These were distributed to committee members 
via email. She heard from Justin Reaves that there is no additional guidance 
on the guidelines for outdoor sheds or a refurbishment allowance; policies for 
both are under review but there is no timeline for finalizing either policy. 

Elizabeth reported that interviews with new residents (going back three months 
to October 2018) will begin this month.  These interviews will provide data for 
the committee in the efficacy of its efforts and may highlight areas for 
improvement by other departments. She will also be working to clean up the 
email distribution list for notification about visitors to campus. 

Ann Davie reported that there was no Newcomer Dinner in December; these 
will resume in January (16 invitations sent). There were 4 new residents in 
November (3 units), 5 new residents in December (4 units), and 3 new residents 
in January (2 units) 

Mary Ann Curley reported that the Ambassadors have recruited an apartment 
resident to interact with new residents there. 

As new business, the Chair and Vice Chair requested clarification on how 
monthly lease amounts are determined for units with sunroom additions. 
Apparently the rate is not based solely on square footage, as some committee 
members had presumed. Rather, the monthly amount stays fixed (allowing of 
course for annual increases) and if there has been substantial expansion, e.g. 
sunroom, there is an increase to the entrance fee. 



Nadine Hathaway announced the Activity Fair on January 25th. The Marketing 
Committee will staff a table and provide information about our activities 
(welcome bags, newcomer dinners, Ambassadors) and how residents can help. 

The Marketing Committee’s next meeting will be held on February 7, 2019, in 
the Board Room at 11am. 

 
 
 Technology and Communications: Dennis Evans  
 
The Technology & Communications Committee [Tech-Comm] meeting for 
January was held on 1/8/2018, the 2nd Tues at 9:30a in the Board Room.  
[Next meeting: 2/12/2019]  
 

 

A. Technology-Communications Mission Statement will continue being 
reviewed through 2019 

Discussion:  Keywords and concepts for consideration are: facilitating 
understanding; use by those with limited vision, hearing, or physical 
capability; communication messages as well as means of communication; 
resident and management relationships; needs and/or means; use of past, 
present, or future technology relating to simplicity and ease of use. 

See:  Technology and Communications [Tech-Comm] Committee Mission 
2018.docx or .pdf 

B.  Items of Discussion 
Wi-Fi problems of 12/26/2018: No Service & Apple Computer error 
messages. 

On 12/26 there were some network dropout problems from Comcast that 
resulted in Collington DHCP hardware trying to reassign IP addresses. 
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a protocol for assigning 
dynamic Internet Protocol (IP) addresses to devices on a network.  One of 
the side effects was that Apple products (iOS 10+?) tried to refresh IP 
addresses and gave out error messages when the IP selected was not the 
IP that matched the Collington server.  Some hardware reconfiguration 
was made, but the problem went away, probably not because of the 
hardware reconfiguration. 

 Game Room Microphones 
There are supposed to be spare batteries in the drawer with the 
microphones, but it would be advisable to bring your own spares.  One of 
the wireless microphones is often left on the Chapel Podium.  That is a 
good first place to look if it is not in the drawer. 

Recording events on channel 972 



A process is about complete for recording events broadcast on 972 and 
being able to play them back using computer, tablet, or smart phone 
applications. 

Creighton Center TV does not have the capability of broadcasting the 400 
music channels or to be used as a remote monitor for a computer.  
Follow-up action is needed. 

 Switching from Comcast Performance Internet to Kendal-Resident Wi-Fi 
Successful.  Has been running with no technical problems from 
11/18/2018 to present, saving $50 to $60/month.  Has included 
watching live telecasts on a computer monitor. 

Kendal at Ithaca article in their December 2018 “Breeze” (=Collingtonian) 
about work orders submitted via WorxHub.  This is the same WorxHub 
that is accessible to Collington residents via the Collington Residents 
Association website (https://collingtonresidents.org/) via the link to 
“Work Orders” near the bottom left of the home page or on the Resources 
page. From the “Breeze” article, the capabilities are identical, except 
restricted to Collington.  No online instructions for use were found for the 
Collington WorxHub. 

 
C. See the Tech-Comm Agenda for a list of Standing and Prioritized activities. 
 
 
 
District Representative Reports 
 
 1st Floor: Bud Gardiner  
28 residents were in attendance on January 8th. 

Transitions: 
 Martha Pollick – rehab, home soon 
 Clara Fetters – AAMC, then a rehab (not Collington) 
 Ginny Villa -admitted to hospital today, no further word 
 Francis Kolarek- had successful surgery today. 
  
 Ariana Claus, Assisted Rehab, presented a brief discussion of services 
available and described how to access them. 

 Pat Dugan discussed first floor Christmas Trees and proposed that there 
will be a new one for the parking lot lobby.  Plans are for holding a decoration 
party in the first-floor meeting room rather than the elevator lobby  There was 
unanimous agreement among the residents present and suggestion that we 
send a thank you note to the Flower Committee and the Interior Committee for 
their excellent handling of Christmas decorations. 



Jerome Perry discussed security issues and described the processes underway 
to enhance security of all entrances. These will likely entail modification of ID 
card usage. He will coordinate with us as plans are developed. 

Other Issues: Accumulation of plastic bags with trash and recycling in trash 
rooms. 

Next Meeting on February 12th, we’ll have an early Valentines Day Party.  

 2nd Floor: Sue Evans 
30 residents attended the meeting.  Anzac cookies were provided by Bob 
Milford.  The speaker was Chris Watkins, Security Coordinator: 

Background:  Police chief in Washington, DC,  Police chief in Prince George’s 
County Schools.  Work at Collington involves:   

 Keeping Sara pendants fully functional; batteries are to be checked every 
 3 months at Security. The new pendants require Security to reset while 
 the older ones can be reset by residents. 

 Concern for daily welfare of residents by checking on those who haven’t 
 opened their doors the previous day; these people are called, then visited, 
 if necessary. He emphasized that Vern was to be notified if a resident was 
 to be away from Collington. 

 Mystery resident: Samuel Tucker    

 A group dinner followed in the Bird Room.  The next meeting is February 
 7,  2019. 

 
 3rd Floor: Anita Myers 
I am excited to be leading our Third Floor as it has been without representation 
for a while now.  Our first meeting is this coming Thursday, January 17, at      
4 PM.  Nadine Hathaway and Linda Ewald will be speaking.  Flyers announcing 
the meeting have been posted and distributed, and we are hoping for a good 
turnout.  A full report will be presented at our February Residents Association 
meeting. 

 1000s: Dick Garrison 
The 1000's District meeting on January 10, 2015, was attended by about 35 
residents.  Ariana Claus, of Assisted Rehab, gave a brief presentation outlining 
the services they provide, and provided a written flyer with similar information. 



January birthdays of 1000 District residents were announced. 

Then Megan Barbour, Collington's Administrator/Director of Operations, gave 
a presentation telling us a bit about her background, education, experience 
and licenses, and what it is she does here.   Her past experience includes a 
stint acting as the Executive Director of a CCRC about one quarter the size of 
Collington.   

One of the things she discussed is QAPI ("Quality Assurance & Performance 
Improvement").  That is a mechanism she introduced at Collington for 
continuous improvement of various processes and procedures.    The result will 
be higher efficiency and fewer errors and mishaps.   QAPI is being used 
throughout Collington, not just in the areas she oversees, which are culinary 
services and health services.   She also leads the Collington-wide QAPI 
program. 

A Megan Barbour Factoid:   She once ran a full marathon, but now 
concentrates on and has completed numerous half-marathons; her goal is to 
run a half-marathon in every state. 

 2000s: Mary Ann Curley  
There was no meeting in January.  Ebony Jordan will speak at the next 
meeting. 
 
 3000s: Ann Davie  
At today’s meeting Sara DeRosa will speak on social work. 
 
 4000s: Bonnie Cronin  
The 4000 cluster has two new cluster leaders—Nini Almy and Dorothy Barker.  
We give a great shout-out to retiring cluster leaders Peg Morrill and Pat King, 
who have done a wonderful job. 

The next district meeting will be Monday, January 28.  We will hear from 
Denise Bunting, our Health Care Ombudsman. 

 5000s: Ed and Marion Robbins 
Ed thanked the snow cleanup crew who plowed through the night the day of 
the snowstorm. 
Around 20 residents of the District met on Friday, January 4th, in the Game 
Room. The focus of the meeting was a formal introduction of Sara DeRosa, and 
a review of her responsibilities and the procedures involving independent living 
residents. Sara kindly went over the scope and limitations of her work (e.g. how 
much information she can give out about any particular resident's situation). 
She also reviewed how we as neighbors can be helpful. In response to 



questions, the discussion also fit her work into the overall program for health 
care at Collington. The meeting also accepted the idea of a social meeting in 
February to help welcome newcomers to the District. Marian and Jacob have 
kindly offered their villa as the venue. 
 
 Health Center: Nancy Lively 
Nancy was absent at the meeting because she was trying to troubleshoot 
problems at the Creighton Center, but had submitted the following report: 
 
The Creighton Center residents meet on December 27th at 3: 34 p.m. The 
meeting was adjourned at 4:35 p.m. 
 
The meeting was led by Suzanne Shane of Wellness and Jeanne Edwards, 
President of the RA 
Abdoah, Tina and Anna from Wellness assisted residents coming to the 
meeting and were also in attendance. 
Nancy Lively- representative of the Independent RA was in attendance. 
Suzanne passed out the agenda for the meeting 

1. Moment of Silence 
2. Review of Minutes 
3. Old business 
4. New business 
5. Lois Brown, Resident Association 
6. Education-Fire safety 
7. Review of resident rights 
8. Review January calendar and upcoming events. 

 
The minutes of the November 29th meeting were read and much discussion 
ensued with some indication that issues raised at that time might not be fully 
resolved. 
The lack of curtains at the doors of the Kalidescope room which was addressed 
at the last meeting had not been taken care of and the heat and brightness of 
the sun into the room in the afternoon was still an issue. Ms. Shabe will work 
on this. (Ms. Lois Brown also addressed her intent to help with this problem 
later in the meeting) 
Ms. Shabe explained in detail her philosophy and practice of how to meet the 
needs of residents in the dementia unit since some discontent had been raised 
previously. There were no comments following her explanation of the difference 
between activities for dementia unit residents and assisted living residents. 
Both Ms. Shabe and Ms. Brown are working on an effort to recruit enough IL 
volunteers to make transportation of CC residents to auditorium events 
possible and without problems. 
Ms. Shabe announced that she has reached an agreement with Mr. Reaves that 
only Beltway Transportation company buses will be used for future CC field 



trips due to problems with many cancellations in the past for these trips which 
led to much disappointment for residents counting on fun. 
 
Concern was mentioned that some residents of the Arbor have problems 
finding their own rooms. Ms. Shabe will attempt to revive the efforts to have 
memory boxes outside each door finished to help with room identification and 
location for residents. It was stated that materials to use to make the boxes 
attractive are available with Ellen of the Recreation staff who can work with 
photos supplied by family members. Ellen does creative art projects regular 
with CC residents. 
Lois Brown, IL president attended the meeting to let folks know her job and 
how it relates to the CC residents. She explained many of the things the IL RA 
members do to make Collington a good place to live. She explained the 
following activities and projects: 
Collingtonian newspaper, all the operating committees, activities committee, 
dramas, music, will work to get the helpers to push wheelchairs, money comes 
from the various groups like OO shop, plant sale, bazaar, all are resident run. 
She offered to work on curtains for the Kalidescope room 
She gave residents her phone number to call with ideas or for assistance. 
EDUCATION- Fire Safety - 
Ms. Shabe explained the drill that happens in the Arbor when there is a fire 
alarm bell. Residents remarked that when the alarm sounds it hurts and asked 
if a lower alarm could be used. The drill is as follows: Arbor residents are all 
put together for safety and doors to all rooms are shut so fire is not going to 
spread. All the employees are trained in fire safety. 
 
The full list of Nursing Home Residents Rights was handed out to anyone who 
wished to read along. This list will be posted in each resident’s room. A full list 
is already posted in the glass box and posters of individual rights are displayed 
in various locations in the CC. 
 
For this month’s report I will list one of these rights and will continue to do a 
new one each month this year. 
Right to self-determination 

1. Choice of activities schedules, health care and providers, including 
attending physician 

2. Reasonable accommodation of needs and preferences 
3. Participation in developing and implementing a person-centered plan of 

care that incorporates personal and cultural preferences. 
4. Choice about designating a representative to exercise his or her rights 
5. Organize and participate in resident and family groups 
6. Request, refuse, and/or discontinue treatment. 

 



Report of Resident Member of the Collington Board: Lois Brown  
There has not been a BOD meeting since the last RA meeting.  The next 
meeting is in February. 
 
OO Shop: Louise Huddleston  
 
The December OO Report is net of expenses, so we are on track to make our 
budget amount, which does NOT include expenses.  Expenses are listed 
separately on the monthly RA report. 
 
DECEMBER 2018 
OPPORTUNITY 
OUTLET REPORT ORTUNITY OUTLET REPORT   
     
SHOP SALES $2,376.25    
ESTATE SALES $863.50    
GLASS CASES SALES $1,181.00    
EXPENSES $0.00    
     
TOTAL DECEMBER $4,420.75    
TOTAL YEAR-TO-DATE $27,384.26   
TOTAL PREVIOUS NOVEMBER   $4,415.05  
TOTAL PREVIOUS YEAR-TO-DATE   $35,301.54 
     
     

Lois thanked all who work at the OO shop and on the glass cases. 
 
 
Unfinished Business 
Mike McCulley inquired about the $200 meal plan.  Chris Ramsey came to the 
Dining Committee meeting and said that nothing will be done on this at this 
time.  Megan Barbour will come to the next Dining Committee meeting to 
discuss it, and a memo from Chris and Megan will be presented at the next 
Community Meeting and Dining Meeting.  Lois explained that Management had 
been presented with the petition by the RA and has arranged to speak to 
residents. 
 
New Business 
Nominating Committee volunteers (appointed by Lois) will present a slate of 
candidates to the BOD for their choosing of a member of the BOD to replace 
Ken Burton, whose term will expire.  Voting is in March, and the 3-year term 
starts in October.  The 6 members of the nominating committee are Mary Ann 



Mann (chair), Joyce Garrison, and Vic James (already on the Committee from 
last year) with three new members: Don Zelman, Rita Gardiner, and John 
Barker. 
 
Community Comments and Responses 
Peter Fielding announced that there will be several announcements in the near 
future about the Health Alliance, both the providers and also the work going on 
for the Architectural Repositioning of the Fitness and Creighton Center.  The 
last meeting of the group working on Architectural Repositioning of the Fitness 
and Creighton Center was last week, with option D being proposed.  
 
Peter had the highest praise for those working on this project, their ability to 
think outside the box, their brainstorming, and their collegiality. 
 
Adjournment was at 2:25. 
 
       Respectfully submitted, 
       Judy Collins, Secretary 
 
 

 

 


